
TEEME$Work$Placement$Report$
(to$be$submitted$after$placement$has$been$completed)$

 

 

Name$of$student:$
$

Haifa$Fersi$$

Institution$offering$$
placement:$
$

Shakespeare’s$Globe$Theatre$(Education$Department)$
$

Start$and$end$dates$
Of$placement:$
$

02$AugustF$02$September$2016$

Work$pattern:$
$

3$days$a$week$for$a$month$(10$am$F$6$pm)$

$
Placement$supervisors:$

Dr$Farah$Karim$Cooper$(Head$of$Higher$Education$and$Research)F$
Dr$Will$Tosh$(Research$Fellow$and$Lecturer)$F$Jennifer$Edwards$
(Research$Coordinator)$
$

Description$of$type$
of$work$carried$$
out:$
$
$

Research$Internship$at$the$Globe$Education:$
$
*Synopses$of$the$coming$plays.$$
*$Press$Night$Tweets$(Twitter$posts)$for$the$coming$plays.$$
*End$of$season$interviews$with$actors$and$audience.$$
*Transcription$of$previous$interviews$

Reflective$comments$
$
During$my$oneFmonth$internship$at$the$Globe$Theatre,$I$learnt$much$about$the$strong$network$
that$lies$behind$the$success$of$this$institution.$The$batch$of$young$graduate$interns$work$on$all$
the$tasks$available$simultaneously$to$ensure$quick$response$to$all$research$queries,$preparation$
of$the$play$synopses$for$forthcoming$shows,$and$conduction/$transcription$of$interviews.$
Although$the$big$number$of$interns$minimised$my$share$of$the$work,$I$managed$to$get$at$least$
one$task$of$each$kind.$$
$
The$negative$side$of$the$internship$experience$at$the$Globe,$is$the$absence$of$faceF$to$–$face$
interaction$with$colleagues$since$they$work$on$different$days;$and$even$when$they$meet,$
everyone$is$busy$with$his$own$task.$However,$I$had$interesting$conversations$about$
Shakespearean$studies$with$some$of$my$fellow$interns$during$the$lunch$breaks.$$
$
The$most$tedious$part$of$the$work$was$the$writing$of$synopses,$though$this$enabled$me$to$
discover$the$Merry$Wives$of$Windsor,$a$comedy$that$I$have$not$had$the$chance$to$watch$
performed.$The$instruction$was$to$prepare$a$summary$of$the$play$and$a$sceneF$byF$scene$
synopsis$that$are$both$addressed$to$families.$The$writing$has$then$to$be$concise,$simple,$and$
fluid,$and$that$made$me$amend$my$academic$style$to$cater$to$the$type$of$audience$targetted.$$$
$
The$most$exciting$task,$on$the$other$hand,$was$the$endF$ofF$season$interviews$that$I$conducted$
with$the$audience$of$A$Midsummer$Night’s$Dream.$The$spectators$were$very$much$aware$of$the$
distinguished$features$of$this$theatre$space$and$expressed$their$thoughts$and$feelings$after$the$
performance$of$this$peculiar$production$of$the$play.$The$interviews$I$gathered$will$be$



 

Date:$November$12,$2016$
$
Signature$(electronic):$Haifa$Fersi$

 

transcribed$and$broadcast$on$the$Globe$website;$and$so$will$the$pressF$night$twitter$posts$about$
the$coming$shows.$$
$
On$a$more$informal$ground,$I$met$actors$in$the$Green$Room$during$their$breaks$in$rehearsals$
and$talked$with$them$about$their$experience$at$the$Globe$and$their$parts$in$the$plays.$Having$a$
background$of$an$amateur$actress,$I$found$in$these$short$conversations$very$insightful$stories$
about$the$experience$of$an$actor$on$the$stage$of$the$Globe,$delivering$early$modern$texts$to$the$
21st$century$audiences.$$$
$
Although$I$did$not$have$the$chance$to$work$on$a$research$question$My$internship$at$the$Globe$
was$rewarding,$especially$that$the$supervisory$staff$were$very$helpful.$I$was$kindly$offered$a$
facsimile$of$the$first$folio$of$Othello$as$a$token$of$gratitude$for$my$work.$This$gift,$the$memories$
of$the$time$I$spent$at$the$Globe,$and$the$work$experience$I$acquired$there$are$invaluable.$I$think$
that$working$at$the$Globe$is$an$experience$that$illustrates$the$way$a$smooth$transition$from$the$
academia$to$workplaces$should$be.$$
$
$
$
$
$
$



TEEME	Work	Placement	Report	
(to	be	submitted	after	placement	has	been	completed)	

	
	
Name	of	student:	
	

Alexandra	Szilvia	Kocsis	

Institution	offering	
placement:	
	

National	Maritime	Museum	

Start	and	end	dates	
of	placement:	
	

10	January	–	7	February	

Work	pattern:	
	

research	in	the	Caird	library	every	day	ca.	10am	–	4pm	+	
attending	meetings	

Placement	
supervisor:	
	

Dr.	James	Davey	

Description	of	type	
of	work	carried	
out:	
	

cataloguing	prints	

	
	
Reflective	comments	(indicative	length:	500	to	1500	words)	
	
During	my	placement,	 I	was	 contributing	 to	 the	background	research	of	 a	new	
exhibition	(tentatively	 titled	Endeavour,	part	of	 the	Tudor	and	Stuart	Seafarers	
gallery	planned	to	be	open	in	2018).	While	selecting	the	objects	for	the	gallery,	
the	research	team	realised	that	there	were	several	boxes	of	paper	material	in	the	
museum’s	storage	that	was	not	properly	catalogued.	Most	of	the	paper	objects	in	
this	collection	are	sheets	taken	out	of	books,	many	of	them	published	by	the	de	
Bry	family	in	their	publications	of	travel	accounts	of	America	and	Asia	(ca.	1590-
1630).	 Using	 my	 language	 skills	 (German	 and	 Latin),	 and	 my	 knowledge	 of	
printmaking	 techniques	of	 the	period,	 I	 identified	 the	sheets	 (determined	 from	
which	 de	 Bry	 publication	 they	 are	 from),	 translated	 the	 textual	 parts	 (titles,	
descriptions),	 and	 prepared	 short	 descriptions	 of	 the	 images	 and	 stories	
depicted.	It	is	big	collection	(several	hundreds	of	objects),	so	I	could	only	look	at	
about	 the	 half	 or	 two	 third	 of	 the	whole	material	 (I	worked	 on	 ca.	 250	 prints	
altogether).	 The	 new	 entries	 make	 the	 collection	 much	 more	 useful	 for	 the	
curators	 searching	 in	 the	 catalogue.	After	getting	 to	know	 the	material,	 I	 could	
also	suggest	further	objects	to	be	included	in	the	rotation	of	the	new	exhibition.	
Paper	 objects	 are	 relatively	 sensitive,	 they	 cannot	 be	 put	 in	 the	 light	 for	more	
than	 a	 few	 months,	 so	 the	 curators	 need	 a	 bigger	 selection	 of	 objects	 to	 be	
rotated	in	the	gallery.	In	this	case,	I	had	to	select	images	that	depicted	encounters	
of	European	voyagers	and	colonists	with	indigenous	people.	
	
It	was	 refreshing	and	useful	 for	me	as	well	 to	gain	experience	of	 this	material.	
The	prints	are	from	a	period	slightly	later	than	what	I	am	looking	at	in	my	thesis.	
The	quality	of	the	de	Bry	engravings	is	high,	so	they	were	probably	intended	for	



a	 similar	 audience	 as	 the	 single-sheets	 that	 I	 am	 researching.	 It	 was	 really	
interesting	 to	 see	 how	 the	 engravers	 depicted	 events	 that	 happened	 far	 from	
their	 everyday	 experiences,	 how	 they	 used	 motifs	 and	 topoi	 from	 European	
visual	 culture	 to	 envision	 stories	 of	 completely	 different	 worlds.	 I	 could	 also	
observe	the	working	of	ideology	and	propaganda	in	these	pictures.	
	
Apart	 from	 working	 in	 the	 library,	 I	 attended	 a	 meeting	 regarding	 the	
development	of	the	new	gallery,	visited	the	conservation	studio	(looked	at	how	
the	conservators	were	working	on	objects	for	the	new	exhibition),	and	observed	
sessions	 with	 students	 prepared	 by	 the	 learning	 team.	 These	 additional	
experiences	gave	me	an	insight	how	the	museum	is	working	in	general,	and	how	
the	different	departments	collaborate	with	each	other.	
	
After	finishing	the	cataloguing	part,	 I	am	writing	a	blog	post	about	an	aspect	of	
the	prints,	namely	how	 influential	 the	de	Bry	 illustrations	of	 the	voyages	were	
visually.	 I	 was	 completely	 amazed	 when	 looking	 at	 images	 of	 the	 English	
voyagers	 and	 colonists	 in	 Virginia,	 I	 evoked	 my	 childhood	 memories	 of	 the	
Disney	 animation	 film	 titled	 Pocahontas.	 In	 the	 blog	 post,	 I	 will	 look	 in	 the	
details,	 and	 investigate	 how	 the	 images	 published	 at	 the	 beginning	 of	 the	
seventeenth	century	could	be	still	 the	standard	visual	 source	of	a	movie	 in	 the	
1990s.	The	influence	was	probably	not	direct,	although	Disney	emphasised	doing	
“research”	of	historical	material.	The	case	of	Pocahontas	shows	how	persistent	
and	strong	was	the	cultural	 impact	of	 the	“de	Bry	version”	of	 these	stories.	For	
me,	 this	 also	 proves	 the	 importance	 of	 printmaking	 in	 early	 modern	 visual	
culture	 that	 is	 often	 neglected.	 Engraved	 book	 illustrations	 and	 single-sheet	
images	played	an	equally	important	role	as	paintings	or	frescos,	and	if	we	think	
about	availability	 for	a	 larger	audience,	 then	they	must	have	had	an	even	more	
significant	 impact.	 Getting	 to	 know	 the	 de	 Bry	 material	 made	 me	 even	 more	
convinced	about	the	significance	of	my	own	research,	and	that	printmaking	is	a	
highly	important	aspect	of	art	history,	and	history	in	general,	if	we	want	to	know	
more	 about	 early	modern	 visual	 culture,	 and	 how	 people	 in	 the	 sixteenth	 and	
seventeenth	century	perceived	images.	
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TEEME Work Placement Report 
 
 
Name of student: 
 

Saksham Sharda 

Institution offering 
placement: 
 

Shakespeare’s Globe 

Start and end dates 
of placement: 
 

1/08/2016 – 1/09/2016 

Work pattern: 
 

3 days a week. 8 hours a day.  

Placement 
supervisor: 
 

Dr Farah Karim-Cooper 

Description of type 
of work carried out: 
 

Tweets 
Interviews 
Transcriptions 

 
 
 
Reflective comments  
	
Introduction 
	
I chose Shakespeare’s Globe because it was an institution where it was possible to see 

the practical manifestation of the core issue that my PhD thesis investigates. Over the 

past two years my thesis has evolved into an examination of what one can loosely 

describe as the ‘Shakespeare salesmen.’ Directors, actors, and producers, that is to 

say, who try to revive Shakespeare for the non-academic everyman. No other 

historical institution, it might be argued, is in a better place to do this than the Globe. 

This is so because it is in a unique peripheral position between academia and pop-

culture. Since it is shunned by a sizeable amount of academics as being a deceptive 

approximation of the original theatre (the Globe is neither of the size – nor at the 

same location – as the ‘original’) and equally shunned by the millennials because of 

its insistence on staging plays in ‘original practice’ (plays performed in the manner of 



Shakespeare’s time with negligible alterations to Early Modern English which by 

modern standards is a largely unwieldy and partially incomprehensible1 language).  

 

The Iambic Tweetometer 

 

Although there was no official status as to what my task at the Globe was I can safely 

say that on a whole it involved conducting research that contributed to ‘social 

outreach.’ I began by composing tweets for three upcoming productions:  The Two 

Gentlemen of Verona, Imogen (an adaptation of Cymbeline), and 946: The Amazing 

Story of Adolphus Tips.  

 

 

One of my tweets for The Two Gentlemen of Verona 

Twitter is obviously one of the key avenues via which an institution like the Globe 

can infuse its content directly into the veins of popular culture. The content does 

however need to be administered in an engaging manner as well as in a manner that 

																																																								
1 Jack Malvern, ‘Shakespeare’s Jokes Undone by Comedy of Errors’, The Times, Available 
Online: http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/arts/article4691384.ece [Accessed: 20th of September, 
2016].  
2 Laura Lambert, ‘Most fans of Shakespeare are faking it, says Globe theatre boss: Director 



enables it to develop organic interconnections with Twitter trends and subcultures. 

Merely stating facts about a particular play in an encyclopedic list, I figured, would 

hardly contribute towards making such a living connection. Hence I tried my best to 

make references to popular culture, to trace the Shakespearean origins of certain 

twitter-trends, and to establish connections with other fandoms via tags and hashtags. 

And then, finally, to use all this research in composing the terse 140-character tweets. 

This conciseness that Twitter demands of each tweet (corresponding with what it 

perhaps considers to be the attention span of an average netizen) was ironically 

reminiscent to me of the precision that metrical poetry demands as well. I suppose 

fitting my thoughts into 140 characters made me empathize with the frustration 

Shakespeare must have felt in fitting his into 10 syllables. So, in homage, I decided to 

mockingly refer to it as the iambic tweetometer.  

 

Another tweet for #TwoGents 

 

 



All in all I composed a total of 75 tweets for these productions. Working on a non-

Shakespeare production like 946: The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips (which was 

also being staged at the Globe at that time) once again allowed me to observe the 

stark contrast between popular culture and – well – Shakespeare. Since administering 

946 into the twitterverse was considerably easier than the adaptations of The Two 

Gentlemen of Verona or even – to an extent – Imogen. Authored by Michael 

Morpurgo (who succeeded Quentin Blake as Britain’s second Children’s Laureate) 

and directed by Emma Rice (the radical new artistic director of the Globe) 946 was 

obviously more audience-accessible than Shakespeare in ‘original practice.’  

 

The Globe’s Audience 

 

Besides tweeting we were also trained for interviewing actors and audiences. I had to 

unfortunately give up the chance of interviewing a couple of actors from Emma 

Rice’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Iqbal Khan’s Macbeth since I was more 

interested in interviewing audience members instead. Particularly from Rice’s Dream 

production since it was her debut as the Globe’s new artistic director. Researching on 

946 and running into her in the backstage offices all the time (she has the warmest 

greetings, and the most cordial vibe in the entirety of Bankside perhaps) naturally 

made me excited about Dream. Leading up to the show I managed to read a whole lot 

of background information on her including the interviews she gave to The Telegraph 

and the Daily Mail when she became the new artistic director, where she vowed to 

rescue Shakespeare from the throes of a clique academic audience, and bring him 



back to the everyman by translating and editing the unwieldy Early Modern English 

as well as shortening2 the plays. “Rice is not so much a breath of fresh air on the 

London theatre scene”, The Telegraph aptly summarized, “as a one-woman tornado.”3 

 

My primary intention was to (most voyeuristically) observe the audience while they 

watched the play. For which purpose I got one of the upper gallery seats adjacent to 

the stage from where one could get a good look at the audience in the pit and in the 

other gallery seats, as well as a decent view of the stage. After the half-time break I 

switched my position and stood in the pit for a while. It became quite evident to me – 

halfway through the performance – that despite many notable edits and shout-outs to 

pop-culture (including a performance of Beyoncé’s Single Ladies by Helenus and 

Hermia) Rice had for some reason clearly not gone as far as she had promised to in 

her interviews. Nevertheless, as she had predicted, the audience was most alive – and 

energetic – precisely when the text adapted itself to a modern audience’s expectations. 

Which is why watching the audience was fascinating: there seemed to be a massive 

accumulation of tension through the incomprehensible swathes of Early Modern 

dialogue…a tension which would be periodically released in the form of nervous 

laughter triggered not by a Shakespearean textual joke, but instead by the comic non-

verbal actions of the actors (particularly those of Puck). The biggest release of this 

incomprehension-driven tension in the form of laughter was exactly at the moments 

of sudden over-comprehension: for instance the theatre literally exploded (there is no 

																																																								
2 Laura Lambert, ‘Most fans of Shakespeare are faking it, says Globe theatre boss: Director 
believes getting to grip with Bard's plays is like 'learning a new language', Daily Mail, 
Available Online: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3586020/Most-fans-Shakespeare-
faking-says-Globe-theatre-boss-Director-believes-getting-grip-Bard-s-plays-like-learning-
new-language.html [Accessed: 23rd  of September, 2016].  
3 Hannah Furness, ‘Emma Rice: a lot of Shakespeare feels like Medicine’, The Telegraph, 
Available Online: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/theatre/actors/emma-rice-a-lot-of-shakespeare-
feels-like-medicine/ [Accessed: 23rd of September, 2016]. 



other term that does justice here) with laughter when the rare references to popular-

culture were made (to Beyoncé, to the “hipster clothes” of the lovers etc.) 

 

Australian cabaret performer Meow Meow as Titania. Besides drawing from pop-
genres like the cabaret Rice also introduced mikes, lighting and sound rigs to the 

Globe in her debut production.  
 

From my vantage point in the gallery I eventually spotted four members of the 

audience who to me seemed to be receiving the play in varying ways so to speak. 

Namely: a student sitting in the lower-gallery on the right side (who later turned out to 

be British), two students standing in the pit literally on the edge of the stage 

(Germans) and a woman sitting in the lower-gallery on the left side (British again). I 

had picked the Germans because they had come across as being pretty enthusiastic 

about the performance, especially by their struggle to edge past all the groundlings 

and get the coveted spot right next to the stage. During the course of the performance 

Puck had also interacted with one of them. The British student meanwhile had 

considerably less enthusiasm for the play. Whereas the British woman seemed to have 

a carefully considered response: not easily swayed by slapstick, nor too carried away 

by Shakespeare’s own textual extravagances. I had been assigned a certain set of 



questions that I was supposed to ask them and I talked to them for a while (after the 

performance) to make them comfortable about being recorded before beginning the 

interview.   

 

Transcriptions  

 

I spent a considerable amount of time transcribing the audience interviews I had 

conducted as well as the interviews of actors that had already been conducted in the 

previous seasons. This allowed me to understand the extent to which the actors’ 

perception of the space of the Globe and of Shakespeare varied from – and in some 

cases corresponded to – that of the audience’s. The actor-interviews I was transcribing 

were from an earlier season (under a different artistic director) and it was already 

becoming evident in them that ‘original practice’ was perhaps not the best method and 

that the new artistic director Emma Rice was heading in the right direction with her 

making-Shakespeare-more-accessible approach. I had colourful discussions about this 

with the interns and especially with the archivist Victoria Lane who was always keen 

to hear my thoughts regarding Rice’s productions.  

 

All in all these discussions, the research, the transcriptions – along with the tweeting 

and the whole social outreach aspect of the work-placement – enabled me to see the 

practical manifestation of the arguments about Shakespeare and popular culture that 

my thesis examines theoretically. Despite the restraint she had seemingly exercised in 

her debut Dream performance Rice appeared to be in the process of a historic 

modernization of Shakespeare for the London theatre scene. I think it was a unique 

opportunity to get to see her doing so live and to contribute to it in whatever little way 



I could. The work-placement for me has hence been one of the most valuable features 

of the TEEME program.      

 
 
Date: 12/10/2016 
 

Signature: 

                            

 



TEEME$Work$Placement$Report$
(to$be$submitted$after$placement$has$been$completed)$

$
$
Name$of$student:$
$

Richard$Smith$

Institution$offering$
placement:$
$

Stiftung$Neue$Synagoge$–$Centrum$Judaicum$

Start$and$end$dates$
of$placement:$
$

8th@22nd$June$2016,$29th$August@13th$September$2016$

Work$pattern:$
$

9am@c.5pm,$for$22$days.$

Placement$
supervisor:$
$

Dr.$Anja$Siegemund,$Director$of$the$Stiftung$

Description$of$type$
of$work$carried$
out:$
$

My$placement$was$devised$primarily$with$the$aim$of$
contributing$to$the$event$‘Mittenmang$und$Tolerant’,$held$
on$11th$September,$dedicated$to$the$150th$anniversary$
celebration$of$the$consecration$of$the$synagogue.$I$could$be$
tasked$with$anything$from$basic$admin,$to$translation$
(German$to$English),$to$organizing$readings$in$conjunction$
with$the$event,$setting$up$for$the$event$and$other$sundry$
tasks.$

$
$
Reflective$comments$(indicative$length:$500$to$1500$words)$
$
Overall$I$had$an$enjoyable$and$valuable$experience$at$the$Stiftung$Neue$Synagoge$–$Centrum$
Judaicum.$It$was$split$into$two$parts$for$the$reason$that$my$research$mission$to$the$United$States$
had$been$organized$before$the$work$placement.$Furthermore$it$was$beneficial$to$the$Stiftung$to$
have$me$in$two$blocks,$as$the$month$of$August$was$when$the$majority$of$the$staff$were$away$and$
it$would$have$been$tougher$to$arrange$work$for$me.$$
$
The$were$multiple$$links$between$my$research$and$the$work$placement.$The$most$overtly$useful$
was$that$I$conducted$95%$of$my$placement$through$German.$German$is$essential$for$the$
understanding$of$my$own$research$texts$and$for$improving$my$quality$of$life$in$Berlin.$I$thank$the$
Stiftung$staff$for$persisting$with$me$even$when$in$many$cases$their$English$was$better$than$my$
German.$Secondly,$the$extensive$archive$of$Hebraica$and$records$of$the$Berlin$Jewish$community$
which$are$kept$at$the$Stiftung$could$turn$out$to$be$an$invaluable$resource$for$my$own$research,$in$
particular$when$sourcing$original$Machzor$prayer$books.$The$staff$at$the$Stiftung$were$also$kind$
enough$to$offer$their$help$if$there$were$any$passages$in$the$16th$century$German$books$I$use$that$
I$was$struggling$with.$If$I$choose$to$continue$into$an$academic$career$in$Jewish$studies$and$the$
history$of$Jews$in$Germany,$then$the$contacts$I$have$made$at$the$Stiftung$will$be$crucial$in$the$
years$to$come.$
$
Overall$I$enjoyed$translation$the$most.$I$was$tasked$with$translating$some$documents$related$to$
Eva$Kemlein,$a$Jewish$photographer$who$survived$in$hiding$in$WW2$Berlin$and$went$on$to$
photograph$the$theatre$life$of$East$and$West$Berlin.$This$was$a)$useful$in$terms$of$improving$my$
translation$skills$and$vocabulary$German$–$English,$and$b)$the$most$engrossing$part$of$my$work$
placement$and$it$has$sparked$an$interest$in$me$that$was$not$there$before.$These$translations$and$
others$that$I$did$went$on$to$the$Stiftung$website,$and$will$be$found$throughout$the$exhibition$



“Berlin$lebt$auf!”,$which$will$be$held$at$the$Neue$Synagoge$in$the$coming$months.$Other$specific$
tasks$I$enjoyed$included$preparing$the$readings$that$were$to$be$given$at$the$Mittenmang$und$
Tolerant$event,$which$involved$selecting,$redacting$and$editing$texts$which$were$pertinent$to$the$
synagogue$and$forming$them$into$one$manageable$piece$for$actors$to$read.$It$was$very$satisfying$
on$the$day$of$the$event$to$hear$my$hard$work$in$practice,$especially$when$everything$went$
without$a$hitch.$I$think$I$was$also$valued$as$a$useful$pair$of$hands$in$the$physical$setting$up$and$
running$of$the$Mittenmang$und$Tolerant$event;$on$a$small$team$I$felt$like$I$made$a$difference.$
$
The$least$enjoyable$aspect$of$my$work$placement$was$definitely$the$first$portion,$which$took$
place$in$June.$As$the$event$was$3$months$away$at$this$stage,$there$had$been$little$organisation$of$
what$I$could$do,$and$for$a$few$days$I$was$forced$to$badger$staff$members$for$things$to$do.$In$some$
cases$this$led$to$me$being$given$tasks$such$as$data$entry$or$photocopying,$which$was$not$really$
what$I$was$hoping$for$from$my$placement.$Luckily$this$only$lasted$for$a$handful$of$days$before$I$
found$a$niche$to$be$helpful$in$a$way$which$was$above$doing$menial$tasks.$If$I$were$to$do$it$again$I$
would$have$liked$to$have$done$as$much$of$my$placement$as$possible$in$the$August/September$
block,$when$there$was$far$more$for$me$to$do$and$subsequently$I$felt$like$a$true$member$of$the$
team.$
$
At$the$end$of$my$placement$I$was$thanked$by$the$whole$team$and$given$a$little$parcel$of$books$by$
way$of$thanks$for$my$efforts.$Hopefully$this$means$I$made$a$good$impression$on$them,$and$I$was$
certainly$pleased$with$the$work$placement$as$a$whole.$I$would$recommend$it$to$a$later$TEEME$
student$who$would$prefer$to$work$in$a$smaller$organisation$–$where$perhaps$there$might$not$be$
a$pre@set$work$plan$to$keep$you$occupied$all$the$time,$but$where$if$you$are$proactive$you$will$be$
able$to$do$something$which$has$an$immediate$tangible$effect.$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
Date:$28th$October$2016$
$
Signature$(electronic):$Richard$Smith$
$
$



TEEME$Work$Placement$Report$
(to$be$submitted$after$placement$has$been$completed)$

$
$
Name$of$student:$
$

Emily$TEO$

Institution$offering$
placement:$
$

Staatsbibliothek$zu$Berlin$

Start$and$end$dates$
of$placement:$
$

6$April$2016$till$3$May$2016$

Work$pattern:$
$

Daily,$9amL5pm$

Placement$
supervisor:$
$

Ms.$Raina$Schote,$Dr.$Miriam$Seeger,$Dr.$Cordula$
Gumbrecht$

Description$of$type$
of$work$carried$
out:$
$

LParticipation$in$internal$meetings$of$the$department$(jour$
fixe),$as$well$as$library$meetings$with$Dr.$Gumbrecht$
LIntroduction$to$the$East$Asia$department$and$the$job$
scope$of$the$various$subject$librarians$
LSupporting$Dr.$Gumbrecht$with$the$selection$and$
preparation$of$objects$from$the$collection$$for$exhibitions$
at$Berlin$museums$
LSupporting$Dr.$Seeger$in$preparing$the$online$exhibition$
“Travel$in$Southwest$China,$1899L1917”$
LTranslation$of$handouts,$and$the$exhibition$website$from$
German$into$English$

$
$
Reflective$comments$(indicative$length:$500$to$1500$words)$$
$
The$month$spent$at$the$East$Asia$Department$of$the$Staatsbiblothek$zu$Berlin$was$truly$an$eyeL
opening$experience$into$the$world$of$academic$librarianship.$My$desk$was$located$in$the$
cataloguing$department$of$the$East$Asia$Department,$where$my$colleagues$were$responsible$for$
cataloguing$journals,$monographs$and$digitalised$versions$of$antique$Chinese$books$of$the$
Staatsbibliothek,$now$located$in$a$library$in$Krakow,$where$it$was$moved$for$safer$storage$during$
the$war.$My$own$experience$at$the$library$was$a$very$varied$one,$with$the$placement$supervisors$
ensuring$that$I$had$a$good$overview$of$the$workings$of$the$department,$and$the$functions$and$
responsibilities$of$subject$librarians.$
$
An$average$day$included$attending$meetings,$getting$acquainted$with$the$various$databases$and$
catalogues$of$the$department,$and$fulfilling$the$tasks$set$out$by$my$placement$supervisors.$
During$the$month$there,$I$met$with$the$various$subject$librarians$in$charge$of$China,$Japan,$Korea,$
Southeast$Asian$and$Central$Asia.$They$were$all$extremely$generous$with$their$time$and$told$me$
about$their$job$scope,$which$included$acquiring$books$in$original$languages,$answering$user$
enquiries$and$maintaining$connections$between$the$relevant$research$institutes$and$the$library.$
They$also$shared$some$of$the$challenges$of$their$work.$The$Southeast$Asia$subject$librarian$was$
particularly$memorable,$being$in$charge$of$maintaining$and$acquiring$collections$from$a$region$
with$so$much$cultural$and$linguistic$diversity.$My$meeting$with$the$Central$Asia$subject$librarian$
was$deeply$informative;$making$me$aware$of$how$little$I$knew$about$this$vast,$contested$region;$
that$has$been$underrepresented$in$academic$history.$In$sum,$I$was$impressed$by$the$scope$of$the$



collections$of$the$library.$Getting$acquainted$with$all$this$material$was$certainly$very$helpful$for$
my$own$research,$as$I$now$know$how$to$utilise$all$the$available$databases$and$resources$to$
search$for$literature$with$greater$precision$and$efficiency.$
$
The$highlights$of$the$work$placement$include$my$work$with$Dr.$Gumbrecht,$who$was$preparing$
to$select$some$collections$from$the$library$for$various$exhibitions$by$museums$in$Berlin.$Visiting$
the$“Objektschutz”$with$her,$where$all$the$manuscript$and$antique$collections$of$the$department$
were$stored$was$a$thoroughly$enjoyable$and$educative$moment.$The$one$item$which$left$the$
biggest$impression$on$me$was$the$Typographia*Sinica,$which$is$truly$curiousity.$Commissioned$
by$the$provost$Andreas$Müller$(1630L1694)$who$was$employed$at$the$library,$to$print$his$own$
sinological$works,$at$first$glance$the$Typographia$looks$like$an$antique$oak$cabinet.$However,$
upon$opening$one$of$the$ten$small$drawers,$one$finds$an$array$of$square$blocks,$carved$with$
Chinese$characters.$The$Typographia$was$never$used$for$printing,$but$remains$an$object$of$
interest$to$museums$and$libraries$today.$Dr.$Gumbrecht$provided$me$with$much$information$on$
this$unique$item,$and$I$assisted$her$in$preparing$the$Typographia$for$an$exhibition$in$the$Museum$
of$Decorative$Arts$at$Schloss$Köpenick.$
$
Having$heard$about$the$work$placement$experiences$of$other$TEEME$fellows,$I$was$not$really$
expecting$a$direct$link$with$my$own$project,$given$the$limited$time$of$the$placement$and$the$
specialisation$of$a$thesis.$However,$I$was$extremely$fortunate$to$be$there$at$a$time$when$Dr.$
Seeger$was$working$on$an$online$exhibition$about$travel$in$South$China.$The$library$had$recently$
received$a$bequest$of$Fritz$and$Hedwig$Weiss,$a$German$consul$and$his$wife$who$were$travelling$
through$southwest$China.$As$southwest$China$was$a$region$in$which$a$number$of$the$late$Ming/$
early$modern$travellers$were$journeying$through,$reading$the$diaries$and$memoirs$of$the$family$
Weiss,$and$seeing$the$photographs$of$the$physical$landscape$and$the$cities$which$they$
encountered,$felt$both$familiar$and$informative.$During$the$month$there,$I$helped$to$work$on$the$
exhibition$website,$selecting$relevant$photographs$and$excerpts$from$the$texts$of$the$Weiss’s,$for$
the$section$“Places”$which$detail$the$locations$in$which$they$lived$and$worked.$I$also$translated$
the$excerpts$from$German$into$English$as$they$plan$to$have$the$website$in$multiple$languages.$It$
was$truly$a$pleasure$to$work$on$the$bequest$with$Dr.$Seeger$and$I$am$excited$to$see$the$result$
when$the$exhibition$goes$online$in$June.$
$
A$month$long$work$placement$is$a$considerable$amount$of$time$to$be$away$from$thesis$writing.$It$
was$however,$a$month$well$spent,$in$more$ways$than$I$had$imagined.$During$my$time$there,$I$
discovered$so$many$useful$resources$which$I$can$use$or$my$research.$I$have$also$developed$a$
great$appreciation$of$the$librarians$and$staff$who$keep$the$library$running,$acquiring$and$
cataloguing$books$and$journals,$answering$user$enquiries,$setting$up$and$maintaining$databases$
and$online$catalogues,$and$taking$part$in$the$process$of$digitalising$important$volumes$in$the$
connection.$It$is$the$work$of$all$these$individuals$that$make$our$research$possible.$
$
$
$
$
$
Date:$11$May$2016$
$

Signature$(electronic): $
$
$


